Functions of proteins are in general related to their subcellular locations. To identify the functions of a protein, we first need know where this protein is located. Interacting proteins tend to locate in the same subcellular location. Thus, it is imperative to take the protein-protein interactions into account for computational identification of protein subcellular locations.In this study, we present a deep learning-based method, node2loc, to predict protein subcellular location. node2loc first learns distributed representations of proteins in a protein-protein network using node2vec, which acquires representations from unlabeled data for downstream tasks. Then the learned representations are further fed into a recurrent neural network (RNN) to predict subcellular locations. Considering the severe class imbalance of different subcellular locations, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) is applied to artificially boost subcellular locations with few proteins.We construct a benchmark dataset with 16 subcellular locations and evaluate node2loc on this dataset. node2loc yields a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) value of 0.812, which outperforms other baseline methods. The results demonstrate that the learned presentations from a proteinprotein network have strong discriminate ability for classifying protein subcellular locations and the RNN is a more powerful classifier than traditional machine learning models. node2loc is freely available at https://github.com/xypan1232/node2loc.
Supervised Over-Sampling [21] , have been used to reduce the impact of imbalanced classes. SMOTE synthetizes the same number of samples for the existing minority classes to those majority class. In this study, we applied SMOTE to over-sample the minority class to create a balanced training set for model training.
In this study, we present a deep learning-based method, node2loc, to predict protein subcellular location. node2loc first learns distributed representation of proteins in a proteinprotein network, which acquire effective representations from unlabeled data for downstream tasks. Then the learned representations are further fed into recurrent neural network (RNN) to classify 16 subcellular locations of proteins. Our results demonstrate that node2loc outperforms other baseline methods on our constructed benchmark dataset and yield promising performance.
Materials and Methods
We first construct a benchmark dataset with 16 subcellular locations. Then, node2vec is used to extract the embedding of proteins from the STRING network. In the end, the learned node embedding is further fed into a LSTM to classify 16 subcellular locations. The whole flowchart is shown in Figure 1 .
Data sources
We employed the 5,960 protein sequences, represented by Uniprot IDs, used in one previous study [7] , which were retrieved from Swiss-Prot (http://cn.expasy.org/, release 54.0) and refined by excluding proteins containing less than 50 amino acids or more than 5000 amino acids or unknown amino acids. Furthermore, these 5,960 protein sequences were with similarity less than 0.7 processed by CD-HIT [22] . Because we adopted a network embedding method to extract informative features of proteins from a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network reported in STRING [23] , in which proteins were represented by Ensembl IDs, 5,960 Uniprot IDs were mapped onto their Ensembl IDs and those not occurring in the PPI network were discarded. Finally, 5,497 proteins were accessed. Their distribution on 16 categories is shown in Table 1 . In addition, we also use CD-HIT to reduce the sequence similarity with a cutoff value 0.5. In total, we obtain 4,441 proteins and 16 subcellular locations. We obtain the same number of subcellular locations, but 1,056 fewer proteins than that of the similarity cutoff 0.7. The details of proteins and subcellular locations for similarity cutoff 0.5 are given in Table S1 .
node2vec
In network biology, how to represent a node in the graph is an important topic. node2vec is developed to learn the continuous representation of nodes in a graph [17] , then the learned representations can be used for downstream classification Word2vec [19] is used to learn the embedding of words by learning the co-occurrence of words in the training documents consisting of sequence of words. Thus, it first needs sampling a sequence of neighbor nodes from the graph. To efficiently explore the diverse neighborhoods, node2vec defines a flexible network neighborhood and designs a biased random walk approach.
To extend the Skip-gram of word2vec to network, node2vec aims to optimize the following objective function to maximize the log-probability of neighbor nodes given the new feature representation:
where N(u) is the neighborhood of node u, f is the new feature representation. To solve the above objectives, node neighborhood need be first obtained. node2vec designs a flexible neighborhood sampling approach to improve the strategy of normal random walk by making tradeoff between the breadth-first sampling and depth-first sampling.
Given a source node s, a random walk of a fixed length is simulated according to below transition probability :
= , * where is the weight between two nodes. node2vec defines a novel transition probability with return parameter p and in-out parameter q:
where is the shortest path distance between nodes t and x. After obtaining the node neighborhood, node2vec generates multiple sequences of nodes with a fixed length. These sequences of nodes are treated as sentences, and nodes as words. Then the widely used word2vec is ran on these pseudo sentences to generate the vector representations of nodes.
In this study, we used node2vec to learn embedding of proteins from a protein-protein network, which is collected from STRING (version 9.1). In total, the network has 2,425,314 interaction pairs from 20,770human proteins. We configure the dimension of embedding to 500, and other parameters are default values. The implementation of node2vec is downloaded from https://snap.stanford.edu/node2vec/.
Recurrent neural network
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of neural network with loop inside for sequential data, whose output depends on the previous computations. The RNN allows information to persist for subsequential outputs, but in practice they are limited to looking back only a few steps.
Long short term memory network (LSTM) [13] is a type of RNN, it is capable of learning long-term dependencies. There exist three types of layers in LSTM, they are forget gate layer, input gate layer and output layer. The forget gate layer decides which information of previous state should be ignored. The input gate layer is used to determine which information should be passed to subsequent layer. The output gate layer decides what parts of state value should be outputted. In below text, we use the RNN to refer to the LSTM.
Reorder the learned embedding
In this study, we learn the node embedding with 500 dimensions from a protein-protein network. However, there exists some redundancy in the 500-dimensional embedding for supervised classifiers, and not all 500-D embedding should be considered to have the same discriminate power and used for classifying subcellular locations, some dimensions are more important than others. Thus, we first apply Minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) method, to rank the 500-D embedding, then a series of feature subsets are constructed on the ranked feature list in the incremental feature selection (IFS) method [24] .
Each feature subset has one more feature than the preceding feature subset. For each feature subset, one supervised classifier is trained on the samples consisting of the features from the feature subset, and evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. In the end, the classifier with the best performance is used to report the final performance and its corresponding feature subset is used.
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
As listed in Table 1 , some categories (e.g., "Biological membrane") contain lots of proteins, while some categories (e.g. "Flagellum or cilium") have few samples, which induce difficulties for constructing effective prediction models. Here, we adopt the SMOTE [20] to tackle this problem. SMOTE is an over-sampling method, which can produce predefined number of new samples from the samples in a category with small size. The producing procedure can be described as follows. For each sample x in the category, calculate its Euclid distance to all other samples in this category. Then, select k (k is a parameter) nearest neighbors of this sample. Randomly choose one neighbor from these neighbors, say y, to produce a new sample z by the following equations: z x a • y x (4) where a is a random number between 0 and 1. Because the new sample is generated by two similar samples in the same category, the new sample is also put into this category. Weka is a suite of software collecting several machine learning algorithms and data processing tools [25] . The tool, named "SMOTE", implements the SMOTE method mentioned above. In this study, it is directly used for convenience. In detail, for each category expect "Biological membrane", we generate some new samples via "SMOTE" and put them into this category. To construct a balanced dataset, each category contained almost same number of samples by adding new pseudo samples generated by "SMOTE".
Baseline methods
To demonstrate the advantage of node2loc, we also make another baseline method STRING-KNN, which directly make use of confidence score from STRING database. For a given protein, 1) STRING-KNN finds the K interacting proteins from the training set with K largest confidence scores from its all interacting proteins;2)For each of 16 subcellular locations, based on the K proteins, STRING-KNN calculates the mean scores of confidence scores from the proteins with this subcellular location. If there is no interacting protein with this location, then the score is 0. We obtain 16 scores for this protein;3) We uses the subcellular location corresponding to the largest score as the predicted location for this protein. In this study, we try the K values 1,2,3,4,5, 6,7,8,9,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45 and 50. In this study, we use RNN as the classifier of node2loc, we also evaluate other two widely used classifiers: random forest (RF) [26] and support vector machine (SVM) [27] , which both use the learned embedding of proteins as inputs. For SVM, we test two different kernel functions:PolyKernel and Radial Basis Function (RBF),and the default values of other parameters in Weka are used. ForRF, we test three values 50, 100, 150 for parameter number of trees, and other parameters are default values in Weka. For RNN, we use epochs 500 and hidden number of neurons 400.
Performance measurement
In this study, we use 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the performance of trained multiclass classifiers. We calculate the accuracy for individual class and overall accuracy for all classes. To be more objective, we also calculate the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [28] , a generalized version of original MCC that can only deal with the predicted results of binary classification. Assume we have N samples (i = 1, 2, …, N) and C classes (j = 1, 2, …, C) ,
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In th advanta use the In addition, we evaluate our methods on a dataset with a CD-HIT removal of sequence similarity cutoff 0.5. node2loc achieves an overall accuracy of 0.816 and an MCC value of 0.783 when using 462-dimensional embedding and the performanceis a little lower than the performance on our benchmark set with a cutoff 0.7. Figure S3 shows the performance MCCs change with the dimension of embedding. The results demonstrate that the sequence similarity has no big impact on the performance of node2loc. It should be noted that node2loc does not use any sequence-derived features for model training, it only uses the learned embedding from a protein-protein network for classifying subcellular locations.
In this study, we learn the node embedding from a human protein-protein network with 20,770human proteins from STRING database. We also learn the node embedding from a small protein-protein network, in which only those interactions among the 5,497 proteins in the benchmark dataset are kept. When using learned node embedding from this small proteinprotein network, node2loc yields an MCC value of 0.782, which is lower than an MCC value of 0.812 using node embedding from the large human STRING protein-protein network. The results indicate that node2vec can learn better node embedding from a larger protein-protein network.
Comparing node2loc with another baseline method STRING-KNN
We first evaluate the impact of the parameter K on the prediction performance for STRING-KNN. The performance using different K values are given in Table S3 , and STRING-KNN yields the best MCC value of 0.476 when K=1. As shown in Table 2 , STRING-KNN achieves an MCC value of 0.476, which is much lower than the MCC0.812 of node2loc. STRING-KNN yields the overall accuracy of 0.575, which is also much lower than 0.843 of node2loc. node2loc outperforms STRING-KNN by an increase of over 50%. We also check the prediction accuracy of STRING-KNN on 16 individual locations. As shown in Figure 4 and Table S2 , node2loc outperforms STRING-KNN on all 16 subcellular locations. Especially for those minority classes "Flagellum or cilium", node2loc can classify samples of this location with 100% accuracy; however, STRING-KNN completely cannot classify the samples of this location. The results indicate that node2loc yields very promising performance on predicting 16 subcellular locations, and performs much better than the baseline method STRING-KNN.
The added value of over-sampling SMOTE
In node2loc, we applied SMOTE to reduce the impact of data imbalance. As shown in Figure 5 , over-sampling using SMOTE can improve the prediction performance, especially for those minority classes. For node2loc, SMOTE improves the MCC from 0.615 to 0.812, which is an increase by 32.0%. For RF, SMOTE also increases the performance from MCC 0.616 to 0.769. SMOTE improves the overall performance of SVM with a much smaller margin, it increases the MCC value from 0.623 to 0.637. The MCC changes with the different dimensions of learned embedding as inputs when using SMOTE or not for RF ( Figure S1 ), SVM ( Figure S2 ) and node2loc ( Figure S4) , respectively. For RF and node2loc, SMOTE always improves the prediction performance. The results show that the over-sampling samples in embedding space can make the trained models be able to classify those samples from minority classes. It is because that learned embedding takes interacting proteins into account, and interacting proteins tends to be close in embedding space. In addition, interacting proteins tend to locate in the same subcellular location, thus over-sampling methods can introduce better synthesized samples.
As shown in Table S4 and Figure 5 , for those subcellular locations with small number of proteins, node2loc-without-SMOTE yields a very low accuracy. For example, node2locwithout-SMOTE yields an accuracy of 0.074 for "Endosome" with 27 proteins and 0 for "Flagellum or cilium" with three proteins. After over-sampling the minority class using SMOTE, node2loc improves the accuracy to 1 for both "Endosome" and "Flagellum or cilium". Over-sampling using SMOTE improves the prediction accuracy of node2loc for 15 locations, and it only reduces prediction accuracy for the majority location "Biological membrane" by a small margin, which has over 1000 proteins. In addition, the overall accuracy of node2loc is 0.843, which is much higher than 0.692 of node2loc-without-SMOTE. SVM and RF have the similar results. The results indicate that SMOTE hugely reduce the impact of data imbalance and improve the prediction performance of node2loc by a large margin.
Proteome-wide subcellular locations prediction
In this study, we learned node embedding for 20,770 proteins, of them, 5,497 proteins with annotated subcellular locations are used for model training, the 15,273 proteins are left. Of the 15,273 proteins, 100 proteins have sequence similarity > 70% to the benchmark set, and they have annotated locations but are removed from model training. We also filter out these 100 proteins from the remaining 15,273 proteins. Thus, we obtain 15,173 proteins that have no annotated subcellular locations. We use node2loc trained on 5,497 proteins to predict subcellular locations for these 15,173 proteins. The predicted subcellular locations for them using node2loc are given in Table S5 . As shown in Figure 6 , node2loc can predict more proteins with the minority subcellular locations in the benchmark set than node2loc without SMOTE. In addition, node2loc without SMOTE is preferred to predict proteins with the majority subcellular locations. The results also demonstrate that SMOTE can make the trained model be not biased to the majority classes.
We further investigate predicted subcellular locations of some proteins by node2loc, and these proteins are not in our benchmark set. We first search the protein in COMPARTMENTS database [30] , which gives the evidence of locations from multiple channels, including knowledge, experiments and text mining. As shown in Table 3 , we search locations for some proteins in COMPARTMENTS and find the support evidence for the predicted locations by node2loc (Table 3 ). For each of the 16 locations, there are proteins predicted to be located in it accurately by node2loc. The results indicate that node2loc can make accurate subcellular localization predictions for some unseen proteins in the benchmark set.
Discussion
Our results demonstrated that the learned embedding from a network have strong discriminatory power for downstream classification. When learning the embedding from the protein-protein network, we do not take any information related to subcellular location into account. In addition, the learned embedding is learned in a completely unsupervised way, it can also be applied for other downstream tasks, e.g. proteins' functions prediction.
The learned node embedding are still black-box and we cannot trace it back to which features are important for classifying subcellular locations. For subcellular location prediction, we pay more attention to the prediction accuracy. But if we can have more details about why the model makes such a decision, then the prediction will be more convincing.
One disadvantage of node2loc is that it requires the proteins have known interacting proteins in STRING database. For those proteins without binding proteins, we discard 463 proteins from our training samples (section 2.1) since we cannot learn node embedding for them. On the other hand, we need retrain the node2vec on the whole protein-protein network with unseen proteins if we want to predict locations for new proteins. Recently, a new inductive method GraphSAGE [18] can learn functions to compute node representations for unseen nodes. In future work, we expect to use GraphSAGE for learning embedding for proteins.
In this study, we demonstrate that over-sampling samples using SMOTE in embedding space can improve the prediction performance with a large margin, especially for those minority classes. Instead of duplicating samples from minority classes and under-sample the majority classes, SMOTE generate synthetic samples in "feature space" rather than "data space". SMOTE forces the decision boundary of minority classto be more general [20] .SMOTE makes the trained models to be not biased to the majority classes or the minority classes, as shown in Figure 6 . There exist other over-sampling methods, e.g. Supervised Over-Sampling [21] , which shows better performance than SMOTE. In future work, we expect to improve the prediction performance by: 1) developing more advanced methods to reduce the impact of data imbalance. 2) using data augmentation, which is widely used in deep learning-based image processing. 3) exploring the alignment among two or multiple interaction graphs [31, 32] from different species using graph embedding, instead of using only human interaction network. 4) using an end-end learning framework graph convolutional network [33] to directly infer the protein subcellular locations in the proteinprotein network. 5) node2loc considers each protein has only one location, however, some proteins have multiple locations. We can format the task as multi-label learning, which can predict multiple locations for one protein. node2loc can be easily adapted for multi-label classification, we just need modify the activation function of the last layer to be sigmoid, and the loss function uses binary cross entropy.
Conclusion
In this study, we present a deep learning-based method to predict protein subcellular location under the context of protein-protein network. Our method node2loc directly learns node embedding from protein-protein network in an unsupervised way. Then these learned embedding are fed into supervised classifiers to classify 16 subcellular locations. To reduce the impact of data imbalance, we use the over-sampling method SMOTE to create balanced training set in embedding space to improve the prediction performance. Our results demonstrate that the learned embedding is effective for downstream subcellular location classification. Combining with an RNN, node2loc outperforms other three baseline methods on our constructed benchmark set. In addition, we do a large-scale subcellular location prediction for those proteins not in the benchmark set, and some predictions are supported by literature and public databases. Figure 5 . The performance comparison of node2loc, RF, SVM using SMOTE or not. A) Accuracy of individual locations, overall accuracy and MCC for node2loc when using SMOTE and not using SMOTE; B) Accuracy of individual locations, overall accuracy and MCC for RF when using SMOTE and not using SMOTE; C) Accuracy of individual locations, overall accuracy and MCC for SVM when using SMOTE and not using SMOTE. Figure 6 . The comparison of fractions of subcellular locations predicted by node2loc, node2loc without SMOTE and the benchmark set. 
